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Beginning Linux Programming
This 2nd Edition of Black Rain For Christmas has been slightly modified from the
original. There are separate font styles for all three storylines. The book is now the
same size as its companion novels--5.5"x8.5"--and over 50 Department of Defense
photos have been added!

Developing Scalable Series 40 Applications
THE ONLY EXCEL BOOK YOU NEED We crafted this book to grow with you,
providing the reference material you need as you move toward Excel proficiency
and use of more advanced features. If you buy only one book on Excel, Special
Edition Using Microsoft® Office Excel® 2007 is the book you need. Does your life
play out in a spreadsheet? Do numbers in columns and rows make or break you in
the work world? Tired of having numbers kicked in your face by other Excel power
users who make your modest spreadsheets look paltry compared to their fancy
charts and pivot tables? If you answered yes to any of these questions, Special
Edition Using Microsoft® Office Excel® 2007 is the bookthat will make it all better.
Learn quickly and efficientlyfrom a true Excel master using the tried and true
SpecialEdition Using formula for success. Here, you’ll findinformation that’s
undocumented elsewhere—even inMicrosoft’s own Help systems. You’ll learn from
finelycrafted, real-life examples built by an author who livesand dies by the
integrity of his spreadsheets. Excel’s backbone is its formulas and functions.
Master those and you will master your spreadsheets. Special Edition Using
Microsoft Office® Excel® 2007 provides more down and dirty help with your
formulas and functions than you’ll find in any other book! See how it’s done in real
life! Don’t settle for lame pivot table and chart examples found in other books…
This book provides beautifully detailed examples that not only show you how it
should be done, but how to be the local worksheet hero!
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Linux in a Nutshell
Secure your CISSP certification! If you’re a security professional seeking your CISSP
certification, this book is a perfect way to prepare for the exam. Covering in detail
all eight domains, the expert advice inside gives you the key information you'll
need to pass the exam. Plus, you'll get tips on setting up a 60-day study plan, tips
for exam day, and access to an online test bank of questions. CISSP For Dummies
is fully updated and reorganized to reflect upcoming changes (ISC)2 has made to
the Common Body of Knowledge. Complete with access to an online test bank this
book is the secret weapon you need to pass the exam and gain certification. Get
key information for all eight exam domains Find test-taking and exam-day tips and
tricks Benefit from access to free online practice questions and flash cards Prepare
for the CISSP certification in 2018 and beyond You’ve put in the time as a security
professional—and now you can reach your long-term goal of CISSP certification.

Cyberwar 3.0
The CISO Toolkit is designed as a toolkit for the Chief Information Security Officer
(CISO) of a substantial enterprise. This is "Security Decisions," a decision support
tool for the CISO that actualizes many of the notions underlying the Toolkit in a
standard form that allows specific decisions to be made quickly and with a solid
basis. Each decision is done in two pages, making these articles ideal for executive
decision-making and presentation to top decision makers. These articles are also
commonly used to explain decisions, as leverage when a decision without a sound
basis comes to the CISO, and as a means to explore other options when a decision
has been made without adequate consideration. At the end there is a section for
writing down the current situation and the decisions made for the desired situation
relating to every issue identified ion the book.

Black Rain for Christmas
Smart Card Handbook
Showing how to analyze a company's vulnerability and how to take a stand on the
controversial ethical disclosure issue, this unique resource provides leading-edge
technical information being utilized by the top network engineers, security
auditors, programmers, and vulnerability assessors. The book provides a practical
course of action for those who find themselves in a "disclosure decision" position.

The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World 2006
Shoebox sized and smaller, small form factor PCs can pack as much computing
muscle as anything from a PDA to a full-sized desktop computer. They consume
less power, have few or no moving parts, and are very quiet. Whether you plan to
use one as a standalone PC or want to embed it in your next hacking project, a
small form factor PC may be the next thing you build. Small Form Factor PCs is the
only book available that shows you how to build small form factor PCs -- from kits
and from scratch -- that are more interesting and more personalized than what a
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full-sized PC can give you. Included in the book are projects for building personal
video recorders, versatile wireless access points, digital audio jukeboxes, portable
firewalls, and much more. This book shows you how to build eight different
systems, from the shoebox-sized Shuttle system down to the stick-of-gum sized
gumstix. With thorough illustrations and step-by-step instructions, Small Form
Factor PCs makes it easy for anyone who wants to get started building these tiny
systems. Small form factor computing is taking off, and this guide is an absolute
must for anyone who wants to get in on the launch.

Dr. Tom Shinder's Configuring ISA Server 2004
Dr. Tom and Debra Shinder have become synonymous with Microsoft's flagship
firewall product ISA Server, as a result of Tom's prominent role as a member of the
beta development team, and Tom and Deb's featured placement on both
Microsoft's ISA Server Web site and ISAserver.org. Tom and Deb's book on the first
release of the product "Configuring ISA Server 2000" dominated the ISA Server
2000 book market having sold over 40,000 copies worldwide, and the ISA Server
community is eagerly awaiting Tom and Deb's book on ISA Server 2004, which is
the dramatically upgraded new release from Microsoft. Dr. Tom and Debra Shinder
have become synonymous with Microsoft's flagship firewall product ISA Server, as
a result of Tom's prominent role as a member of the beta development team, and
Tom and Deb's featured placement on both Microsoft's ISA Server Web site and
ISAserver.org. Tom and Deb's book on the first release of the product "Configuring
ISA Server 2000" dominated the ISA Server 2000 book market having sold over
40,000 copies worldwide, and the ISA Server community is eagerly awaiting Tom
and Deb's book on ISA Server 2004, which is the dramatically upgraded new
release from Microsoft. This book will be featured prominently on the ISAserver.org
home page as well as referenced on Microsoft TechNet and ISA Server Web pages.
Tom and Deb's unparalleled technical expertise combined with prime on-line
marketing opportunities will make this the #1 book again in the ISA Server market.
* This book will provide readers with unparalleled information on installing,
confiuguring, and troubleshooting ISA Server 2004 by teaching readers to: *
Deploy ISA Server 2004 in small businesses and large organizations. * Learn how
to configure complex DMZ configurations using ISA Server 2004's new network
awareness features and built-in multinetworking capabilities. * Learn how to take
advantage of ISA Server 2004's new VPN capabilities!

CISSP For Dummies
Contains an introduction to the operating system with detailed documentation on
commands, utilities, programs, system configuration, and networking.

Google Hacking for Penetration Testers
Building Linux Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) covers the most popular VPN
technologies available for the Linux platform. In the early chapters the theory
behind VPNs is discussed, including needs and uses. Common network and host
configurations are also covered. Subsequent chapters drill down into the
implementation and configuration of specific software packages. Specific, detailed
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instructions are included as well as troubleshooting information. This book will be
an indispensable resource for anyone who wants to implement a Linux-based VPN.
This book will meet the needs of anyone, from the Linux user to the experienced
administrator to the security professional. --Oleg Kolesnikov

Adobe Photoshop Elements 5.0
Provides a look at the growing trade in human DNA, tissue, blood, bones, embryos,
and other commodities and assesses the implications of such access to biological
material and genetic information in terms of scientific research, law enforcement,
and busin

Nessus Network Auditing
Tulloch provides A-Z detail about Microsoft networking technologies with the
accuracy and expertise of those who know these products best-Microsoft itself.
Along with critical coverage of Microsoft Windows NT(r) and BackOffice(r)
resources, this reference also enumerates third-party products and general
networking terminology-providing comprehensive network-related information for
all IT professionals.

Gray Hat Hacking
Hands-On Ethical Hacking and Network Defense
Microsoft Exchange 2000 Server Resource Kit
The Worst Witch written and illustrated by Jill Murphy is reissued with exciting new
branding and format. The Worst Witch is the first in the bestselling children's series
by Jill Murphy. Jill Murphy's beloved classic, The Worst Witch, has been reissued in
a beautiful new format. This is the first book in the series, and the perfect choice
for young readers of 5 - 9 years. Mildred Hubble is a trainee at Miss Cackle's
Academy for Witches, but she's making an awful mess of it. She keeps getting her
spells wrong and crashing her broomstick. And when she turns Ethel, the teacher's
pet into her worst enemy, chaos ensues 'Millions of young readers have fallen
under the spell of Jill Murphy's Worst Witch' - Sunday Express If you'd like to read
more of Mildred's disastrous adventures at Miss Cackle's Academy The Worst Witch
Strikes Again, A Bad Spell for the Worst Witch, The Worst Witch All at Sea, The
Worst Witch Saves the Day and The Worst Witch to the Rescue are also available
from Puffin and are perfect for children aged 5-9.

Leveraging SmartArt Graphics in the 2007 Microsoft Office
System
Missile Flight Simulation
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Cyber terrorism is an emerging new mode of information warfare underscoring the
perpetrators' deliberate exploitation of civilian and military systems' inherent
vulnerabilities, thereby affecting national and global security. This volume includes
contributions made by academics, policymakers, and professionals at seminars
and conferences co-sponsored by the International Center for Terrorism Studies
(Potomac Institute for Policy Studies), and the Terrorism Studies Center (The
George Washington University), during the past several years. It also includes
statements by key government officials and industry experts at different forums in
the United States dealing with both threats and responses.

Body Bazaar
The risk management process supports executive decision-making, allowing
managers and owners to perform their fiduciary responsibility of protecting the
assets of their enterprises. This crucial process should not be a long, drawn-out
affair. To be effective, it must be done quickly and efficiently. Information Security
Risk Analysis, Second Edition enables CIOs, CSOs, and MIS managers to
understand when, why, and how risk assessments and analyses can be conducted
effectively. This book discusses the principle of risk management and its three key
elements: risk analysis, risk assessment, and vulnerability assessment. It examines
the differences between quantitative and qualitative risk assessment, and details
how various types of qualitative risk assessment can be applied to the assessment
process. The text offers a thorough discussion of recent changes to FRAAP and the
need to develop a pre-screening method for risk assessment and business impact
analysis.

Make Projects
The Chemistry of Superheavy Elements
Hands-On Ethical Hacking and Network Defense, Second Edition provides an indepth understanding of how to effectively protect computer networks. This book
describes the tools and penetration testing methodologies used by ethical hackers
and provides a thorough discussion of what and who an ethical hacker is and how
important they are in protecting corporate and government data from cyber
attacks. Readers are provided with updated computer security resources that
describe new vulnerabilities and innovative methods to protect networks. Also
included is a thorough update of federal and state computer crime laws, as well as
changes in penalties for illegal computer hacking. With cyber-terrorism and
corporate espionage threatening the fiber of our world, the need for trained
network security professionals continues to grow. Hands-On Ethical Hacking and
Network Defense, Second Edition provides a structured knowledge base to prepare
readers to be security professionals who understand how to protect a network by
using the skills and tools of an ethical hacker. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Smiles to Go
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Providing thorough coverage of implementation, migration and management
issues for Exchange 2000 and 2003, this book also describes the best practices of
one of the largest Exchange consulting groups outside Microsoft. This revised
edition features key updates based on two years of consulting practices from
Exchange 2000 service packs and the new Exchange 2003 (code name Titanium)
release. It also offers expanded coverage of performance and updated coverage of
clustering issues. It has been cleared of out-of-date material and the coverage of
basic introductory material has been streamlined. *Expanded coverage of
SharePoint Portal server MS Office XP and .Net (Dot Net) issues *Revised and
updated coverage of clustering issues *Streamlined coverage of basic introductory
material

IIS 6 Administration
Microsoft has incorporated dramatic new security changes in Windows 2000
Server, including Kerberos Server Authentication, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), IP
Security (IPSec), Encrypting File System (EFS), and Active Directory permissions.
This book is an indispensable guide for anyone bearing the responsibility for the
overall security of a Windows 2000 Server network.

Programming PHP
This book is the first to treat the chemistry of superheavy elements, including
important related nuclear aspects, as a self contained topic. It is written for those –
students and novices -- who begin to work and those who are working in this
fascinating and challenging field of the heaviest and superheavy elements, for
their lecturers, their advisers and for the practicing scientists in the field – chemists
and physicists - as the most complete source of reference about our today's
knowledge of the chemistry of transactinides and superheavy elements. However,
besides a number of very detailed discussions for the experts this book shall also
provide interesting and easy to read material for teachers who are interested in
this subject, for those chemists and physicists who are not experts in the field and
for our interested fellow scientists in adjacent fields. Special emphasis is laid on an
extensive coverage of the original literature in the reference part of each of the
eight chapters to facilitate further and deeper studies of specific aspects. The
index for each chapter should provide help to easily find a desired topic and to use
this book as a convenient source to get fast access to a desired topic. Superheavy
elements – chemical elements which are much heavier than those which we know
of from our daily life – are a persistent dream in human minds and the kernel of
science fiction literature for about a century.

Cyber Terrorism and Information Warfare
This book helps people find sensitive information on the Web. Google is one of the
5 most popular sites on the internet with more than 380 million unique users per
month (Nielsen/NetRatings 8/05). But, Google’s search capabilities are so powerful,
they sometimes discover content that no one ever intended to be publicly
available on the Web including: social security numbers, credit card numbers,
trade secrets, and federally classified documents. Google Hacking for Penetration
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Testers Volume 2 shows the art of manipulating Google used by security
professionals and system administrators to find this sensitive information and “selfpolice their own organizations. Readers will learn how Google Maps and Google
Earth provide pinpoint military accuracy, see how bad guys can manipulate Google
to create super worms, and see how they can "mash up" Google with MySpace,
LinkedIn, and more for passive reconaissance. • Learn Google Searching Basics
Explore Google’s Web-based Interface, build Google queries, and work with Google
URLs. • Use Advanced Operators to Perform Advanced Queries Combine advanced
operators and learn about colliding operators and bad search-fu. • Learn the Ways
of the Google Hacker See how to use caches for anonymity and review directory
listings and traversal techniques. • Review Document Grinding and Database
Digging See the ways to use Google to locate documents and then search within
the documents to locate information. • Understand Google’s Part in an Information
Collection Framework Learn the principles of automating searches and the
applications of data mining. • Locate Exploits and Finding Targets Locate exploit
code and then vulnerable targets. • See Ten Simple Security Searches Learn a few
searches that give good results just about every time and are good for a security
assessment. • Track Down Web Servers Locate and profile web servers, login
portals, network hardware and utilities. • See How Bad Guys Troll for Data Find
ways to search for usernames, passwords, credit card numbers, social security
numbers, and other juicy information. • Hack Google Services Learn more about
the AJAX Search API, Calendar, Blogger, Blog Search, and more.

Computer Security Basics
What is stargazer, skateboarder, chess champ, pepperoni pizza eater, older
brother, sister hater, best friend, first kisser, science geek, control freak Will
Tuppence so afraid of in this great big universe? Jerry Spinelli knows.

CISSP Exam Guide
Showcases Windows 2000's business and laptop suitablity, covering day-to-day
administrative tasks and migrating from Windows NT to Windows 2000.

Windows 2000 Administration in a Nutshell
Author Mitch Tulloch, MCT, MCSE, skillfully guides readers through the
administration of Web service, security, application pools, performance, and much
more. Learn valuable configuration, maintenance, and content management
techniques, manage the FTP, SMTP, and NNTP services, and easily troubleshoot
documentation and content development issues.

The Worst Witch
Hacking Exposed Web Applications, Second Edition
This book focuses on installing, configuring and optimizing Nessus, which is a
remote security scanner for Linux, BSD, Solaris, and other Unices. It is plug-inPage 7/13
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based, has a GTK interface, and performs over 1200 remote security checks. It
allows for reports to be generated in HTML, XML, LaTeX, and ASCII text, and
suggests solutions for security problems. As with many open source programs,
Nessus is incredibly popular, incredibly powerful, and incredibly underdocumented. There are many Web sites (including nessus.org) where thousands of
users congregate to share tips, tricks, and hints, yet no single, comprehensive
resource exists. This book, written by Nessus lead developers, will document all
facets of deploying Nessus on a production network. * Nessus is the premier Open
Source vulnerability assessment tool, and was recently voted the "most popular"
open source security tool of any kind. * This is the first book available on Nessus
and it is written by the world's premier Nessus developers led by the creator of
Nessus, Renaud Deraison. * The dramatic success of Syngress' SNORT 2.0
INTRUSION DETECTION clearly illustrates the strong demand for books that offer
comprehensive documentation of Open Source security tools that are otherwise
Undocumented.

Information Security Risk Analysis, Second Edition
From the author of the TRAINSPOTTING and SHALLOW GRAVE screenplays, a novel
about the unpredictable course of fate. An aspiring novelist meets a rich woman
with a slender grip on the real world. They are ill-matched but become lovers, with
a little help from the archangel Gabriel. Tied to the release of a Hollywood feature
film.

Spyware Essentials
Back Cover Copy: Developing Scalable Series 40 ApplicationsDeveloping Scalable
Series 40 Applications: A Guide for Java DevelopersI have had the good fortune to
be involved with mobile Java from the very beginning, and I know what it takes to
be successful in this marketplace. This book will help you be successful with mobile
Java application design and development. If you take the information inside and
sprinkle it with some imaginative application ideas, you will have a winning
combination. --Jon Bostrom, Senior Director, CTO Java Technology Platforms,
NokiaThe First Official End-To-End Solutions Guide for Every Nokia Series 40
DeveloperNokia's Series 40 Developer Platform gives Java developers access to the
world's highest-volume, fastest-growing, and most exciting mobile markets. Nokia
sells close to 100 million units within their Developer Platform families every year,
and Series 40 Developer Platform is the highest volume platform in the family.
Success on this platform is crucial for the commercial success of any mobile
application. deep knowledge of the platform and advanced programming skills are
required to develop effective Series 40 applications. Knowledge of the Series 40
Developer Platform can be applied to the Java environment on all Nokia Developer
Platform devices including Series 60 smartphones, Series 80 enterprise
communicators, and Series 90 rich-media devices. To reduce duplication of
development costs, it is also important to write scalable applications so that you
can easily optimize them across different devices within and beyond the Series 40
Developer Platform. Now there is an official developer's guide that can help you
build high-performance and scalable Series 40 applications for both Mobile
Information Device Profile (MIDP) 1.0 and 2.0 devices. Fully reviewed by Nokia's
subject matter experts, this book covers the entire development process--from
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design and coding through testing and deployment. The authors walk you through
11 complete example applications, presenting downloadable client and server
source code that you can use to jump-start virtually any project. 40, review crucial
architectural issues, introduce key mobile-design patterns, discuss scalability and
device optimization strategies, and offer dozens of best practices and tips--many of
which have never before been published. Coverage includes*Identifying your best
opportunities and killer applications for mobile development *An introduction to
Nokia's Developer Platforms and tools*Building effective MIDP 2.0 user interfaces
for devices built on the Series 40 Developer Platform*Building animated mobile
games*Handling persistent and networking data*Working with essential Series 40
APIs, including the Wireless Messaging, Mobile Media API, and Bluetooth APIs*Endto-end design patterns and best practices*Proven techniques for scaling and
optimizing applications across devices*Implementing test-driven development to
improve software quality*Building mobile service applications with Multimedia
Messaging Service (MMS) and WAP (c) Copyright Pearson Education. All rights
reserved.

Counter Hack Reloaded
Building on previous editions, this third edition of the Smart Card Handbook offers
a completely updated overview of the state of the art in smart card technology.
Everything you need to know about smart cards and their applications is covered!
Fully revised, this handbook describes the advantages and disadvantages of smart
cards when compared with other systems, such as optical cards and magnetic
stripe cards and explains the basic technologies to the reader. This book also
considers the actual status of appropriate European and international standards.
Features include: New sections on: smart card applications (PKCS #15, USIM,
Tachosmart). smart card terminals: M.U.S.C.L.E., OCF, MKT, PC/SC. contactless card
data transmission with smart cards. Revised and updated chapters on: smart cards
in the telecommunications industry (GSM, UMTS, (U)SIM application toolkit,
decoding of the files of a GSM card). smart card security (new attacks, new
protection methods against attacks). A detailed description of the physical and
technical properties and the fundamental principles of information processing
techniques. Explanations of the architecture of smart card operating systems, data
transfer to and from the smart card, command set and implementation of the
security mechanisms and the function of the smart card terminals. Current
applications of the technology on mobile telephones, telephone cards, the
electronic purse and credit cards. Discussions on future developments of smart
cards: USB, MMU on microcontroller, system on card, flash memory and their
usage. Practical guidance on the future applications of smart cards, including
health insurance cards, e-ticketing, wireless security, digital signatures and
advanced electronic payment methods. “The book is filled with information that
students, enthusiasts, managers, experts, developers, researchers and
programmers will find useful. The book is well structured and provides a good
account of smart card state-of-the-art technology… There is a lot of useful
information in this book and as a practicing engineer I found it fascinating, and
extremely useful.” Review of second edition in Measurement and Control. 'The
standard has got a lot higher, if you work with smart cards then buy it! Highly
recommended.’ Review of second edition in Journal of the Association of C and
C++ Programmers. Visit the Smart Card Handbook online at
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www.wiley.co.uk/commstech/

The Ciso Toolkit - Security Decisions - 2006
This is the eBook version of the printed book. Microsoft provides a fantastic new
business diagramming engine in PowerPoint 2007, Word 2007, and Excel 2007 in
the form of SmartArt[TM] graphics. The new SmartArt[TM] graphics allow you to
create process charts, radial charts, organization charts, and more. Leverage the
themes and styles Microsoft provides in Office 2007 or customize the art to make
your own designs. This book covers all the drawing tools in Microsoft Office 2007.
Using SmartArt[TM], WordArt or Shapes, you can create eye-catching documents
that will get noticed. Dress up your next presentation with colorful business
diagrams. Create better documents in Word 2007, Excel 2007, and PowerPoint
2007. Add glow, bevel, reflection with just a few mouse clicks. Generate
professional organization charts. Design your own layouts: Don’t be stuck with
what Microsoft shipped in the box. Construct dynamic shapes with text calculated
from Excel. Table of Contents Introduction Chapter 1: Creating SmartArt Graphics
Chapter 2: Modifying SmartArt Graphics Chapter 3: Gallery of SmartArt Graphics
for Lists Chapter 4: Gallery of Process Charts Chapter 5: Gallery of Cycle and Radial
Charts Chapter 6: Gallery of Relationship Charts Chapter 7: Gallery of Hierarchy,
Pyramid, and Matrix Charts Chapter 8: Creating Organizational Charts Chapter 9:
Adding New SmartArt Graphic Layouts Chapter 10: WordArt Chapter 11: Shapes

Cyberwar 2.0
An introduction to Microsoft Exchange Server 2000 discusses its new features
including multiple message databases, Active Directory integration, enhanced
security, content indexing and search features, support for Web DAV and XML,
integration with Microsoft Office 2000, and more. Original. (Intermediate)

A Life Less Ordinary
Matthews offers a revised edition of the bestselling Linux programming tutorial,
which features code tested with the latest 2.2 kernel and tool version, and subject
coverage updated and expanded.

Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking
This is the must-have book for a must-know field. Today, general security
knowledge is mandatory, and, if you who need to understand the fundamentals,
Computer Security Basics 2nd Edition is the book to consult. The new edition builds
on the well-established principles developed in the original edition and thoroughly
updates that core knowledge. For anyone involved with computer security,
including security administrators, system administrators, developers, and IT
managers, Computer Security Basics 2nd Edition offers a clear overview of the
security concepts you need to know, including access controls, malicious software,
security policy, cryptography, biometrics, as well as government regulations and
standards. This handbook describes complicated concepts such as trusted
systems, encryption, and mandatory access control in simple terms. It tells you
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what you need to know to understand the basics of computer security, and it will
help you persuade your employees to practice safe computing. Topics include:
Computer security concepts Security breaches, such as viruses and other malicious
programs Access controls Security policy Web attacks Communications and
network security Encryption Physical security and biometrics Wireless network
security Computer security and requirements of the Orange Book OSI Model and
TEMPEST

Special Edition Using Microsoft Office Excel 2007
This guide empowers network and system administrators to defend their
information and computing assets--whether or not they have security experience.
Skoudis presents comprehensive, insider's explanations of today's most
destructive hacker tools and tactics, and specific, proven countermeasures for both
UNIX and Windows environments.

Microsoft Exchange Server 2003
A guide to Web site security looks at the ways hackers target and attack
vulnerable sites and provides information and case studies on countermeasures
and security techniques.

Building Linux Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)
"A Tourist's Best Friend!" -Chicago Sun-Times "Indispensable" -The New York Times
Five Great Features and Benefits offered ONLY by The Unofficial Guide(r): *
Exclusively patented, field-tested touring plans that save as much as four hours of
standing in line in a single day * Tips, advice, and opinions from hundreds of Walt
Disney World guests in their own words * Almost 250 hotels rated and ranked for
quality and value, including the top non-Disney hotels for families * A complete
Dining Guide with ratings and reviews of all Walt Disney World restaurants, plus
extensive alternatives for dining deals outside the World * Every attraction rated
and ranked for each age group; extensive, objective, head-to-head comparisons of
the Disney and Universal theme parks Sample Rating Soarin' Appeal by age
Preschool Grade school Teens Young adults Over 30 Seniors What it is:Flight
simulation ride. Scope and scale:Super headliner. When to go First:30 minutes the
park is open or use FASTPASS. Special comments:Entrance on the lower level of
The Land pavilion. May induce motion sickness; 40" minimum-height requirement;
switching off available (see pages 266-268). Author's rating:Exciting and mellow at
the same time; Not to be missed. Duration of ride:4H minutes. Loading speed
Moderate. This guide is a completely independent evaluation of Walt Disney World
and has not been reviewed or approved by Walt Disney World or the Walt Disney
Company, Inc.

Configuring Windows 2000 Server Security
Explains how to use the open source scripting language to process and validate
forms, track sessions, generate dynamic images, create PDF files, parse XML files,
create secure scripts, and write C language extensions.
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